
History Vocabulary 

• Communism – the idea that all people should share 
equally in wealth 

 

• Worldwide Depression – began in 1929 with the 
Stock Market Crash; a period of low economic 
growth were unemployment is high. 

 

• Nazism – Political Party that came into power after 
the Weimar Republic. Leader was Adolf Hitler 



History Vocabulary 

• Dictator – 1 ruler who makes all the decisions 

• Holocaust – Over 12 million people were killed; 
6 million of the victims were Jewish 

• Genocide  - Mass murder of people 
because of race, religion, ethnicity, politics, 
or culture 

• Propaganda – The persuasive attempt to 
influence opinions through the use of media. 
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DACHAU  

• First concentration camp built in 1933 and the longest operating camp.  

• This camp served as a model for all later concentration camps and as a 
"school of violence" for the SS men under whose command it stood.  

– The first prisoners were political opponents of the regime, 
communists, social democrats, trade unionists, also occasionally 
members of conservative and liberal political parties. The first Jewish 
prisoners were also sent to the Dachau concentration camp because 
of their political opposition. 

• In the twelve years of its existence over 200,000 persons from all over 
Europe were imprisoned here and in the numerous subsidiary camps.  

• 41,500 people were murdered.  

• On April 29 1945, American troops liberated the survivors. 

 



 





 



 



 It was in this area that the prisoners were counted every morning and evening, and assigned to 
their work details. Punishment measures were announced and carried out here publicly to 
intimidate the prisoners. As the number of prisoners increased, the roll-call procedure also 
became longer and more exhausting. Dead prisoners were brought to roll-call and included in 
the count.  

 



The Bunker Building (Prision) 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 Only two living quarters are still standing, the rest are marked with cement slabs and 
labeled with a number 



 



 



 



 



 “To honor the 
dead, to remind 
the living” 



 



 



 The room where the victims were informed 
they were using the supposed showers 



 This is where the victims had to leave their clothing before 
entering the showers 



 



 Where the 
victims were 
brought after 
the showers 



 



Where the bodies were stored 



 



 


